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(David Finley) 

 

One day the world may not need organizations like EYLE. For the time 
being, though, EYLE, small as it is, remains a necessity. And so EYLE again 
launches its annual March fundraising campaign. 

It is 2023. The world has progressed in many ways. However, in some 
matters we remain stubbornly stagnant if not regressive. Afghanistan 
recently imposed Stone Age-like restrictions and outright prohibitions on 
the education of girls and women. Book banning frequently makes the 
news. All around us, social media floods us with disinformation,      
threatening our collective trust in facts-based knowledge. In such times, 
promoting literacy in its various forms is all the more important. We 
must be guardians of literacy.  

EYLE, through the efforts of its volunteer tutors and their passionate 
learners, and the guidance of its dedicated staff, continues to make its 
annual contribution to the cause of literacy. For its efforts, indeed,      
successes, EYLE again was ranked by the independent charity watchdog 
Charity Intelligence as one of the best charities in Canada. We make a 
measurable difference with donated dollars. As we like to say, we are 
small but mighty.  

May we ask that you do your part to promote literacy by making a      
donation to our annual March fundraising campaign? Some of you may 
be regular donors and we are so fortunate to have you. Many thanks, as 
always. Massive thanks to our new donors, too. Welcome to the cause!  
Any and all amounts are appreciated.  For many of us these are tough 
financial times, and we know and value that there are many other good 
causes, so thanks for thinking of us.  

You can use this link to make a donation:                                              
https://eastyorklearningexperience.ca 

and click on the ‘donate now’ button, or by cheque made payable to East 
York Learning Experience at 266 Donlands Avenue, Toronto, ON M4J 5B1  

https://eastyorklearningexperience.ca
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Success Story 

(Perez B.) 

I happened upon EYLE (which I affectionately refer to as 
The Center), while seeking a way to uplift and empower 
myself through further education.   

I was in the process of changing my career path in the 
construction industry from building and renovating    
luxury homes and cottages with a GC company, to  
learning about/working with  hybrid electrical systems 
and renewables. 

Although this was a great reason to seek out a safe 
space for adult education, particularly in the area of  
numeracy/ mathematics (my weakest subject), the most 
important thing driving me towards ‘The Centre’, was 
my 2 beautiful children.  However, my story with maths 
truthfully started years before that. 

For as long as I can remember, I had always been      
frustrated with my fascination, but seeming inability to 
learn mathematics.  I recall becoming aware that I was 
struggling greatly with it as a child in primary school.  I 
would be helping other students in class with subjects 
such as English Language, Social Studies etc., but I would 
just not be able to do much in Math class.   

High school was a wee bit different in that at times I 
would be gifted with a teacher who would make me feel 
as if learning some aspects of math was possible for me, 
but then I ‘d often get another teacher who didn’t.  
Thereafter my experience with the subject, along with 
my confidence about being able to learn the subject, 
would deteriorate again into frustration. 

I have often tried, but I still am hard pressed to find the 
words to describe how discouraging this feeling was to 
me as a child ... This thought that, what so many other 
pupils around me were easily doing, and even excelling 
at, was next to impossible for me. The worst thing about 
my experience was the unknown.  Not understanding 
why this one particular subject was so difficult for me to 
grasp, especially while I easily excelled at other          
subjects, was very painful. 

It didn’t help when educators would write on my report 
that I was doing excellent in all other subjects, but in 
math classes I was very lazy and wasted a lot of time. 
They equated my inability to learn the subject with    
laziness which was a very difficult experience for me. 
They could not see just how hard I was really trying. 

I have since learned that my difficulties stemmed from 

the fact that much of the 
subject was taught in a 
manner too abstract for 
me to grasp.  How they 
were teaching it was just 
not relatable to me.  As a 
result, I gave up on making 
any headway with     
mathematics for years. 

However, having to       
assist children (one in high 
school) with math      
homework at times, but 
often coming up short in 
my capacity to help,  certainly changed my perspective 
about giving up. I began to see that I needed to find 
effective help with learning the foundations of           
mathematics. My partner who happened to be very good 
at the subject often asked, “Why don’t you try to go back 
to school?”  My reply to her was, “I don’t think I have the 
time”. Good human being she is, she always saw my    
potential. 

Realization grows on a person over time, and so in 2017, 
it came to me very clearly. For all these years, math was 
like a monster in my mind that I was largely afraid of 
tackling.  Now, I started to understand  that  with the 
right help, I could learn this and that my fear of not being 
able to win over the subject (which I referred to as a bully 
tormenting me ), was only in my mind. I was also learning 
that whenever one embraces one’s fears, these fears can 
become like old friends.  I began to understand the       
dynamics of empowering myself through learning even 
difficult skills. This step in turn could help me to become 
a better parent in important ways. I was excited at the 
prospect that I could be of much greater help to both 
children as they continued on their journey through 
school and life.  Indeed, I was strongly motivated by the 
idea that I could offer much more support to the older 
child, within whom I could see myself, in that she also 
was struggling with mathematics. 

I started looking for tutors much like I did years earlier 
when I got bitten by the French bug.  I came across ad-
verts, made calls, but through reading online, I found out 
that maybe there were much better options available 
for adult numeracy education in Toronto and East York 

Success contd. on pg. 3 
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(Success from pg. 2) 

than just hiring a tutor.  EYLE came up very highly rated 
and recommended in my searches.  I think that I called 
and spoke with someone who set up an appointment for 
me. During what I refer to as the interview stage, the 
lady with whom I spoke was very crisp and professional 
but also displayed much understanding and empathy. 

The Centre goes to great lengths with each and every 
person who comes in.  Very importantly, a learning style 
assessment was done very early on in order to ascertain 
my particular learning style.  This in turn was a very    
important step towards understanding how to best 
teach me effectively. 

I was first placed with tutor  Mr Jon Conway who gave 
me a very good start with looking at mathematics   
differently. He was very effective at teaching me        
fractions and he made learning fun.  I thought that we 
were doing great. However , after a while ( during the 
height of the pandemic) he unfortunately  got quite busy 
with other very important matters and although I tried 
valiantly for a while to plod on with very minimal help, I 
was saddened  to hear that he was  unable to continue 
on as my tutor. 

This was a wee bit uncomfortable for me for a little 
while as I tried to evaluate whether Jon departed       
because it was very hard for me to learn. Although I did 
not yet know it, this change was going to be something 
very positive. The powers that be were actually giving 
me an upgrade in the person of Mrs. Linda Kelly and this 
was the tutor that I needed in order to take me to the 
next level. 

I thought I really understood fractions foundation until 
Linda started to tutor me.  She taught me algebra    
foundations, geometry, different aspects of mathematics 
applied to Trades and Industry.  Even complex word 
problems seemingly thought up (to me) by educators 
just to confuse and confound students began to seem 
very easy to me. Linda taught me how to look at     
different types of math problems, how to critically    
evaluate what the question is really asking and how to 
solve them. 
Since I was very slow, my tutor helped me to work on 
speed by refining my methods of problem solving. 

As I began to learn more and more, my confidence grew 
and that was the key to becoming more capable of     
taking on new challenges and opportunities.                
Interestingly, I learned  that whenever we expose       
ourselves to the challenge of learning new things, we 
actually develop new patterns of thinking. I found that 
even persons with whom I worked closely on different 
job sites could see that I had closed the gap between 

what I was capable of doing before and now. I feel as if I 
have been given more ability to approach my work and 
life  with greater  confidence and critical thought.  I have 
since achieved an important goal of passing my GED 
Math test. 

I am now so very passionate about mathematics and  
despite being very busy, I continue to  read and do 
some  practice in my very limited spare time. 

I have learned that mathematics is all around us in the 
world and that even plants do arithmetic every single 
day of their life in order to precisely measure out and 
efficiently utilize their energy resources so that they do 
not starve. 

During my time at The Centre,  I was privileged to meet 
and interact with many fine individuals.  I was always 
appreciative of the high level of superior professionalism 
and the very respectful attitude of Miss Jo, Miss Gail, 
Miss Kelly and many others ( you all know yourselves) 
who continue to work prodigiously in the background 
and  who have been and continue to be very positive 
contributors to the great success of this organization. 
EYLE is so tiny but punches well above its weight class in 
how it touches the lives of people and works to           
empower us in practical ways. 

I continue to travel on my journey towards one day  
qualifying to become a master electrician (industrial) 
and Instrumentation and Data Technician, following the 
example of my friends with whom I have worked for 
some years and from whom I have learned and continue 
to learn so much. 

In keeping with my individual capacity and learning styles 
this progress will continue to involve much on the job 
training and experience. 

I will keep my feet on the ground confident that as long 
as I continue to recognize that I am a part of something 
greater than myself, I will continue to have the ability 
and strength to make progress on my journey through 
life. 

My deepest gratitude to all the positive influences that 
have helped to shape me. 

Much kind regards. 
PB 

Note from staff:  Perez worked extremely hard in the  program and 
took advantage of every opportunity presented to him. 

He was an active, contributing Board member as our Student Rep 
for 3 years. He also accessed some of the new student workshops 
that we offered such as Test Taking Tips and Time Management and         
Organizational Skills workshops. His dedication and commitment to 
learning has paid off as demonstrated by his GED success. 

We extend huge congratulations to Perez from all of us here at ‘The 
Center’. 
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Spring 2023 

Congratulations… 
We have many successes to celebrate this edition: 

Congratulations to:  Faith A., Daniella G., Kemesha H., 
Tamara L., Mindy M. Suzanne N. on transitioning to 
their college programs!  Way to go! 

Congrats to Perez B. on passing his GED math exam!  
One more step complete on his pathway to obtaining 
his electrician’s license. 

Congrats also to Ashley G. on passing her GED math 
exam!   

(Amanda Arney) 

New Circles is a not-for-profit agency that builds strong and caring communities by providing clothing and skills training 
to equity deserving individuals and families.  GLOW (Gently Loved Outfits to Wear) is their main initiative, and also the 
largest clothing bank in Toronto.  They provide clean, gently worn clothing (including business wear) and outerwear for 
men, women and children, shoes and accessories (such as purses, hats, scarves, ties, gloves and belts) to their clients.  

To become a client with New Circles you: 

 Must live in one of the following areas/postal codes  and be living on a limited income to be eligible: Cedar Ridge, 
Heron Park, Rockcliffe-Smythe,  Thorncliffe Park, Flemingdon Park, Victoria Village, Taylor- Massey, Oakridge: 

 M1E, M1G, M1K, M1L, M1P, M1R, M2J, M3A, M3B,M3C, M4A, M4C, M4G, ,4H, M6N 

 Complete a self-referral (by phone or online), or have an agency refer you (e.g Settlement Worker, Ontario Works 
Caseworker, Employment Counselor, etc.). 

New Circles clients are entitled to four (1 hour long) shopping trips (every three months) during the first two years after  
registration, and two shopping trips per year during their third and fourth year (every 6 months). Access to the         
program ends after the fourth year.  During each shopping trip each client (registered member of your family) is       
allowed to get 15 articles of clothing, 5 accessories (of any kind), 1 jacket (outerwear), and one pair of shoes or boots. 

Clothing donations are accepted and a list of acceptable clothing donations can be found on their website: 

www.newcircles.ca. 

 Appointments are not required for donations, unless you participated in a clothing drive and have 25 large bags or 
more of items. Call 416-422-2591 ext. 207 or email: donate2glow@newcircles.ca  to arrange large donations. 

New Circles is located at 161 Bartley Avenue.  

Closest intersections are either Bermondsey Rd & Eglinton Ave E, or Victoria Park Ave & O’Connor Drive. 

http://www.newcircles.ca
mailto:donate2glow@newcircles.ca
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Tutors’s Corner 

Condolences 
Our condolences go out to volunteer tutor Mary Lee Webb and family, on the recent loss of her brother. 

Our sympathy also goes out to student Glen C. and his family on the recent loss of his sister.  

Cursive Writing 
As focus in schools turn from cursive writing to keyboarding, most students are leaving the school system without 
these writing skills. This can be to their detriment in some employment situations. 

During our goal setting process at intake, some students request to be taught this in our program. If it is not on your 
student’s training plan and you have noticed that your student lacks this skill, you might want to raise this topic with 
them to see if they’re interested. If the answer is yes, we recommend the following. 

Teaching Cursive: 

Ask a staff member for a copy of the Laubach Way to Cursive Writing book from our resource collection. 

The lessons in the book are laid out in such a way that this is something your student can work on independently as 
part of their homework (1 lesson per week). 

Once the student has worked through all of the lessons, you can reinforce this new skill in a number of ways.  For ex-
ample: 

Select some printed small passages for the student to copy in cursive writing. 

Have the student create a short story and then have them copy in cursive. 

If they are working through other activities that include fill-in-the-blanks, writing sentences or paragraph 
activities, have them do these in print first if still needed, and then in cursive. 

Before long, your student will be doing all of their homework in cursive writing. 

Mark your calendars! 
Don’t miss 3 important Upcoming Events at EYLE 

1.  Special Meeting of the Membership – Thursday, March 16th, 7:00pm 

Join us via zoom for this important 15-20 minute meeting as we present changes to 
EYLE’s Articles of Incorporation to be in line with the new    Ontario Not for Profit Cor-
porations Act (ONCA) RSVP by March 9th. 

2.  Internet Safety Workshop (2 parts)  – open to all students -  Wed. March 8 & 22 at 
6:30pm  

Email, phone or stop by to register.  This is an onsite event. 

3.  Join us on Wednesday, June 21st for our 36th Annual General Meeting 

Zoom or onsite still to be determined.   
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Thank you....  
 
To our ongoing funders: Ministry of Labour, Immigration, Training and Skills Development, City of Toronto 
through their Investing in Neighbourhoods program, Service Canada for funding our summer student. 

 

Many thanks to the generous foundation, association and corporate donors who have contributed to EYLE 
since our last issue of eLink:  Ecclestastical Insurance, Grow Trade Consulting Inc., Hoffman-La Roche Ltd., 
Jacma Foundation, McMillan Family Foundation, MFS Investment Management Canada Limited, &            
Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company 

 

Special thanks to our many private donors who make one-time, annual or monthly donations. Your      
support is vital to the success of our program and appreciated immensely.  For a complete list of our     
donors please visit our website at:  https://eastyorklearningexperience.ca  and go to the ‘Funders’ page. 

Board of Directors 
Chair Raj Narain 

Secretary Ian Kinross 

Director Mohamed Abosnena 

Director  Shirley Joy 

Director Christine Petch 

Vice Chair  Wanita Watson-Rhodes 

Treasurer Vanesse Yu 

Director David Finley 

Director Linda Kelly 

Director Cam Walter 

https://eastyorklearningexperience.ca

